Protect Your Print Environment
SECURE DEVICES, DATA AND DOCUMENTS EVERYWHERE

CLOSE THE PRINT
SECURITY GAP
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requires integrated protection of devices, data

• Validate integrity of boot and firmware code
at startup
• Continuously guard against attack with run-time
intrusion detection
• Automatically halt operation and trigger a reboot
in the event of an attack or anomaly
• Detect threats and malware in real time before
device is compromised
• Lock devices and disable ports to prevent
unauthorized use
• Control user and administrative access
• Ensure alignment with compliance-based
security policy

PROTECT DATA

PRIORITIZE PRINT SECURITY WITH LASER LINE

• Allow only authorized users to access data on printing devices

HP infuses security into printers. As an HP Silver Partner, Laser Line

• Encrypt sensitive business data at rest and in transit

helps you maximize security across your print environment with

• Remove sensitive data before disposing of devices

automated monitoring, data encryption, malware protection, and

• Secure data access beyond the physical network to the mobile and

extensive usage and cost reporting, providing you with end-to-end

cloud environments

visibility across your print fleet infrastructure so you can maintain a safe

• Continuously monitor user behavior to prevent threats to sensitive data

and secure computing environment.

• Transform threat data into actionable intelligence with security analytics
Rely on the world’s most secure printers.1 Let us handle your print

PROTECT DOCUMENTS
• Require verification to print on a protected server or in the cloud
• Enable mobile printing from any device using a secure peer-to-peer
connection

management while you focus on your core business. We’ll keep you
worry-free. We’ll handle the machines and keep it simple; you just put
paper in and take paper out.

• Prevent tampering and alteration with anti-fraud solutions,
watermarks and machine-readable codes

Laser Line provides document output solutions and prompt
repair/replacement services for small businesses to Fortune 500
companies in the Maryland-Virginia-DC region. From printers to
supplies, companies trust Laser Line for product expertise and
customer service. We deliver the print solutions you need to:
• Control inventory and reduce costs
• Optimize workforce productivity
• Exceed user expectations

Start proactively protecting your print
environment today. Contact Laser Line to learn
more about how you can safeguard devices, data,
and documents across your entire print fleet.
Call us at 410-636-1700 or
email sales@amalaserline.com.

• Practice preventative maintenance
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